
 

   

 

    

Welcome back into schools just in time for the Easter Holidays. If you are worried you 

are going to be missing your dose of fabulous CPD whilst on holiday then come and 

check out our first ever #NCCEFest21 by booking here! 

 

We know that thoughts will be turning to timetable next term so if there are teachers that 

will be teaching computing next year then book them on to our courses which are all 

listed on www.teachcomputing.org/courses 

 

If you want to know how to stretch your high attainers then the NEW Higher Attainment 

in GCSE CS course is the one for you. We will also be running some short introductory 

sessions in the new term so follow us on Twitter @ComputingHubSOT and Facebook 

@ComputingHubSOT to keep up to date with what is going on. 

 

Take care and have a well-deserved rest. 
 

 

UPCOMING CPD COURSES 
 

 

 

   

END OF SPRING TERM 

AND SUMMER TERM 
 

Discover our range of professional 

development courses, designed to help 

you teach computing. Courses cater for all 

levels of knowledge, with bursaries 

available for school and college to help 

your participate! 

 

Click the button below to view all of our 

upcoming courses! 

 

If you have any questions please do not 

hesitate to contact us on 

TeachComputing@potteries.ac.uk 
 

 

View available courses  
 

    

http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DD5SSXDG1h1OLfCMfp4p
http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DD6qa1ywo8Ex1mfalSNG
http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DD6Xr5tmL0hfhsRysmwX
http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DD6Xr5tmL0hfhsRysmwX
http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DD81Zdj3uJwFNG6kFjZv
http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DD8zghdTRB9o3MIILNIM
http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DD96xl8KesM6jTl6Shs3
mailto:TeachComputing@potteries.ac.uk
mailto:TeachComputing@potteries.ac.uk
http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DD9DOp3ABkoOzZXuYLbk


An introduction to 

algorithms, 

programming and data in 

GCSE computer science 
 

Date: 6th and 8th April 

Location: Remote via Adobe Connect 

 

Take your first steps towards teaching 

GCSE computer science and establish a 

foundational knowledge of concepts, 

terminology and classroom practice. Find 

out how algorithms are designed and how 

programs are written to provide clear 

instructions to machines. Learn about the 

binary system used by computers to store 

and process data, and how to convert to 

and from the familiar denary system of 

numbers zero to nine. 
 

 

CLICK HERE  
 

   

Python programming: 

working with data 
 

Date: 12th, 14th and 20th April OR  

4th, 7th and 11th May 

Location: Remote via Adobe Connect 

 

As you progress beyond the basics of 

Python programming, this course will help 

you develop the level of programming skill 

required for GCSE computer science. 

You’ll go further through the fundamentals 

of programming, with lots of hands-on 

experience under the guidance of highly 

successful teachers of computer science. 
 

 

CLICK HERE FOR APRIL  
 

 

CLICK HERE FOR MAY  
 

   

 

Python programming 

constructs: sequencing, 

selection & iteration 
 

Date: 24th, 26th and 28th April  

Location: Remote via Adobe Connect 

 

Take your first steps to becoming a 

competent teacher of Python 

programming; this CPD will develop your 

foundational knowledge around the 

Python language. Learn how to write code 

to input, process and output data, and how 

to manipulate data stored in variables. 

Using the building blocks of sequence, 

selection and iteration you’ll begin to 

understand how programs are constructed 

to perform a multitude of simple and more 

complex tasks. 
 

 

CLICK HERE  
 

   

Computer systems: 

input, output and storage 
 

Date: 6th, 10th and 13th May 

Location: Remote via Adobe Connect 

 

Take your first steps to opening up the 

computer, exploring the main components, 

their role and how they work together in 

computer systems. Learn about input and 

output devices, how memory is used for 

rapid storage and retrieval, and how data 

is stored elsewhere for long term use. 

You’ll explore different types of software, 

including the operating system and its 

critical role in managing all these 

resources. 

  
 

 

CLICK HERE  
 

   

 

http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DDab5sYqYc1wQ6zT5eUB
http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DDaImwThl3Ef6dchbIDS
http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DDbfDAO7HVgXmjOFicn9
http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DDbMUEIY4MTFCqr3oG6q
http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DDckbIDOrEwnSx3rv9PH


ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 
 

 

 

   

NCCE Fest 
 

Join the NCCE Fest 13:00-17:00 on 15th 

April for an afternoon of computing course 

taster sessions. Join us and find out what 

the NCCE courses are like for FREE. 

 

Not sure what Physical computing is? 

Being asked to teach KS3 computing next 

year? Come along to NCCE Fest and find 

out what it is all about and what support is 

available for you. 
 

   

 

The programme is as follows:  

 

13:00-13:30 Keynote 

13:30-16:45 Selection of courses/seminars from: 

  
 An Introduction to GCSE computer science both courses in 30 minutes 
 KS3 computing for the non-specialist 
 Higher attainment in GCSE computer science - meeting the challenges of the 

exams 
 Physical Computing (Primary and Secondary) 
 Search and sort algorithms 
 The internet and cyber security 
 Teach Computing Resources (Primary and secondary) 
 Meet your Computer science champion 
 Demystifying the NCCE (Secondary) Q+A 
 Introduction to primary computing 
 Primary Algorithms 
 Leading KS1 + KS2 
 Primary Leaders of Computing 

 

SIGN UP HERE  
 

 

http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DDcRsMyEOw968DFPBDyY
http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DDdW0UolyfowEQUBOB1w
http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DDethYjbV71eUXwZV4KN
http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DDf0z2e2hYDXb49o1yu4


 

 

Support for early career 

teachers 
 

Whether you’re an initial teacher trainee, 

NQT or RQT, we are here to support you 

throughout your early career. We have 

training, resources and guidance to help 

you teach computing with confidence and 

equip you with the skills and knowledge 

you need. 
 

 

CLICK HERE  
 

   

 

Digital Platforms 

If your school still does not have Microsoft 
Teams or Google Classroom set up the 
funding to set this up has now been 
extended until March 2022.  Further 
information can be found by clicking the 
button below. 
 
If you are unsure of the benefits of using a 
digital platform or which one to choose 
then feel free to get in touch and we can 
support you with this. 
 

CLICK HERE  
 

    

 

http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DDfxQ68SEQgFraLM82dl
http://email.teachcomputing.org/c/15DDg57a3J1HTnHhoaevWC

